There possibly was an AGN episode in the Galactic Centre about 6 Myr ago, powerful enough to produce the Fermi bubbles. We present numerical simulations of a possible scenario giving rise to an activity episode: a collision between a central gas ring surrounding the supermassive black hole (SMBH) and an infalling molecular cloud. We investigate different initial collision angles between the cloud and the ring. We follow the hydrodynamical evolution of the system following the collision using Gadget-3 hybrid N-body/SPH code and calculate the feeding rate of the SMBH accretion disc. This rate is then used as an input for a 1D thin α-disc model in order to calculate the AGN luminosity. By varying the disc feeding radii we determine the limiting values for possible AGN accretion disc luminosity. Small angle collisions do not result in significant mass transport to the centre of the system, while models with highest collision angles transport close to 40% of the initial matter to the accretion disc. Even with ring and cloud masses equal to 10 4 M , which is the lower limit of presentday mass of the Circumnuclear ring in the Galactic Centre, the energy released over an interval of 1.5 Myr can produce ∼ 10% of that required to inflate the Fermi bubbles. If the gas ring in the Galactic Centre 6 Myr ago had a mass of at least 10 5 M , our proposed scenario can explain the formation of the Fermi bubbles. We estimate that such high-impact collisions might occur once every ∼ 10 8 yr in our Galaxy.
INTRODUCTION
It is now well established that there is a supermassive black hole (SMBH) at the centre of the Milky Way Galaxy, which coincides with the radio source Sgr A * (Issaoun et al. 2019) . The mass of the black hole, determined from the orbits of nearby S stars, is 4.02 ± 0.16 ± 0.04 × 10 6 M (Boehle et al. 2016) . At the moment the SMBH is inactive but there were at least two activity periods in the comparatively recent past (Ponti et al. 2013) . The larger of these two episodes happened ∼ 6 Myr ago and probably involved Sgr A * reaching its Eddington luminosity L Edd ≈ 5.2 × 10 44 erg s −1 . This activity period is most likely responsible for the formation of the Fermi bubbles (Zubovas & Nayakshin 2012 ) -the huge gamma-ray emitting structures, stretching from the centre for about 10 kpc perpendicular to the Galactic plane (Su et al. 2010) . Recent observations expanded this picture, re-E-mail: matas.tartenas@ff.stud.vu.lt vealing smaller-scale structures, such as 'X-ray chimneys'channels from the galactic centre (GC) to the Fermi bubbles (Ponti et al. 2019) , -and two 430-parsec-tall 'radio bubbles' (Heywood et al. 2019) . Another, less direct evidence of this activity episode are two observed rings of stars of comparable age concentrated in the central 0.5 pc (Paumard et al. 2006) . The presence of these rings suggests that there was a large amount of gas surrounding Sgr A * around that time.
Observations of the interstellar medium (ISM) close to the GC reveal a ring of molecular gas surrounding the Sgr A * radio source. Known as the Circum-nuclear ring (CNR), it has an inner radius of about 2 pc (Ferrière 2012) . Hydrodynamical simulations (Mapelli & Trani 2015; Trani et al. 2018) show that the CNR-like feature can form if there is an infall of matter to the central region, for example from a tidally disrupted molecular cloud (MC).
If clouds occasionally fall into the GC, as hinted in Liu et al. (2012) , we would expect collisions between infalling matter and the CNR-like ring surrounding Sgr A * to occur. Such a collision could initiate a period of nuclear activity in the Milky Way by transporting a large amount of gas toward the SMBH. Molecular clouds, gas streams and remnants of cloudlets are observed in the central few parsecs (Ferrière 2012; Kauffmann et al. 2017; Goicoechea et al. 2018) , showing that there is an inflow of gas into the central regions (Liu et al. 2012; Hsieh et al. 2017) .
Infalling clouds may also result in star formation within the central parsec. Initially, the presence of young massive stars in the region was thought to be a problem (Genzel et al. 2010) , however subsequent work showed how star formation may proceed under these conditions. The subject of star formation from a disrupted MC in a region around the SMBH was explored in Bonnell & Rice (2008) . They found that a MC falling into the SMBH would produce an eccentric and clumpy gas disc bound to the SMBH. This disc could be a site of star formation with a top-heavy initial mass function, as the small-scale clumps were not disrupted by the SMBH. A similar idea was further explored in Hobbs & Nayakshin (2009) where it was found that the observed population of young massive stars could have originated from a collision of two MCs at 1 pc from Sgr A * . The initial collision resulted in the formation of rings which over time became self-gravitating and warped, producing stellar populations of differing parameters. However, this study is based on somewhat contrived initial conditions -the presence of two clouds on almost identically opposite orbits. A direct collision of a MC and the central SMBH would result, depending on the impact parameter, in a period of increased accretion and build-up of an accretion disc which could possibly form stars (Alig et al. 2011) . Exploring a similar setup, Lucas et al. (2013) found that stars formed at sub-parsec distances from the SMBH. Alig et al. (2013) modelled a collision with a preexisting gas ring and found that it is capable of producing two inclined accretion discs.
In this paper, we consider the collision between a gas cloud and a CNR-like gas ring and its effects on nuclear activity. We model the scenario using a set of simulations run with the hybrid N-body/SPH code Gadget-3 (an updated version of the publicly-available Gadget-2, Springel 2005) . The results are then used as input in a separate accretion disc model. This approach allows us to produce a more realistic light-curve of the AGN episode than only using the accretion rate on to the SMBH in the hydrodynamic simulation, which in turn improves the calculation of the total released energy and the estimate of the episode duration. With a suite of models we test the dependence of main results on the initial collision angle between the cloud and the ring, the stochastic variation of particle positions, and the location of gas infall on to the accretion disc. We find that infall at very large angles can produce enough accretion to power the formation of the Fermi bubbles. The exact values of the angle depend on the mass of the ring, but are γ > 150 • even for the highest physically plausible mass M ring = 10 6 M . A collision of this scale is estimated to occur once per 60−140 Myr. The total accreted mass has little dependence on the cloud-toring mass ratio or the radius of the cloud. We analyze the morphology of resulting structures and find that the mass and size of the present-day CNR can inform us about the likely properties of a past collision event. We also discuss the applicability of our results to other galaxies, where similar CNR-like gas rings are commonly observed.
A more detailed description of the models used is given in section 2. Model results are presented in section 3, with sections 3.1-3.2 focusing on the SPH simulation results, while sections 3.3-3.4 the focus is on the results of accretion modelling. In section 4 we discuss the implications of our results and some of the more problematic parts of the model, followed by a conclusion in section 5.
PHYSICAL AND NUMERICAL MODEL
Our simulation is composed of two distinct parts. First we use Gadget-3 (Springel 2005) to model the collision between the CNR and a gas cloud. This simulation allows us to investigate the morphology and kinematics of the resultant system. We also calculate the feeding rate for the SMBH accretion disc. We then use this feeding rate as an input to a 1D α accretion disc model to obtain a more realistic picture of the probable activity episode duration and luminosity evolution over time.
Hydrodynamic model
We simulate a collision between the ring and the cloud with the three-dimensional hybrid SPH/N-body code Gadget-3, an updated version of the code presented in Springel (2005) . We use an SPH implementation with a higher order dissipation switch (SPHS; Read & Hayfield 2012) . For SPHS, the appropriate smoothing kernel is a Wendland function C 2 (Dehnen & Aly 2012) with neighbour number N neigh = 100. Each of our models has N part = 5 × 10 5 particles with mass m SPH = 0.04 M . The resolved mass is M res = N neigh m SPH = 4M .
The system initially consists of three components. At the origin, there is the central black hole with mass M bh = 4×10 6 M . Gas particles that come closer than R bh = 0.01 pc to the black hole particle and are gravitationally bound to it are swallowed and form the central accretion disc. The SMBH is surrounded by a toroidal gas ring with M ring = 10 4 M , r in = 1.5 pc and r out = 4 pc. These properties are similar to those of the CNR (Ferrière 2012); however, the chosen mass of the ring is a lower limit, and various observational estimates can be up to two orders of magnitude higher (Christopher et al. 2005) . Finally, a molecular cloud with M cl = M ring = 10 4 M , r cl = 1 pc is placed 6 pc away from the origin. Clouds of similar size and mass have been observed in the GC (Kauffmann et al. 2017) .
We use potential given by the sum of the gravitational potential of the central SMBH and the isothermal potential:
where the first term is the gravitational potential of a point mass and the second is an isothermal potential, with velocity dispersion σ = 100 km s −1 ; r 0 is an arbitrary large constant. Our chosen potential corresponds to an enclosed mass M enc = M bh at R enc = 0.8 pc. This is somewhat smaller than the r NSC = 3.5 pc radius of the Nuclear star cluster, which has a mass similar to M bh (Fritz et al. 2016 ). However, our potential corresponds to stars, stellar remnants and dark matter, therefore must have a higher enclosed mass than just that of the stars. Ring particles move in circular orbits with speeds v R1.5 ∼ 181 km s −1 at the inner edge and v R4 ∼ 160 km s −1 at the outer. The cloud is set on a collision course on a parabolic orbit set to pass through the middle of the ring at a point 2.75 pc away from the origin along the X axis. The initial velocity of the centre of the cloud is v cl = 220km s −1 .
In addition to orbital velocities, all particles are given velocities from a turbulent velocity field. This is created based on the example of Dubinski et al. (1995) , with velocity amplitude σ turb ∼ 37.5 km s −1 . The Kolmogorov power spectrum of the velocity field for homogeneous and incompressible turbulence is
where k is the wave number. The flow is divergence-free (i.e. turbulence is purely solenoidal) in incompressible fluid and so we can define a vector potential, A. The components of A are described by a Gaussian random field, and velocity field can be derived by v = ∇ × A. By dimensional arguments, the new power spectrum is
The dispersion of |A| for a field point diverges, so a cut-off wave number k min is introduced to ensure convergence and power spectrum is redefined as
Where C is a normalisation constant. Since k ∝ 1/L, the physical interpretation of k min is that R max ∼ − k −1 min is the largest scale on which the turbulence is driven. The field is generated by first sampling the vector potential A in Fourier space, drawing amplitudes of each component at points (k x , k y , k z ) from a Rayleigh distribution with variance given by | A k | 2 and assigning uniformly distributed phase angles between 0 and 2π. Then the curl is taken
to obtain the velocity field components in Fourier space. Fourier transform is then taken to get the velocity field in real space. We use a grid of 64 3 cells when generating the statistical realization of the field. Finally, individual particle velocities are interpolated from nearby grid cell values. In order to speed up the simulations and to make the results independent of actual masses of the ring and cloud, but only on their mass ratio, we use a β-prescription (Meru & Bate 2011) for gas cooling and turn off gas self gravity. Observations of the CNR show that its gas is probably not self-gravitating. Its probable mass is an order of magnitude smaller than the self-gravity threshold M virial ∼ 5.4 × 10 6 M (Oka et al. 2011 ), therefore we turn off gravity between gas particles in our simulation, leaving only the background and SMBH gravitational potentials. We parameterise cooling with the β-prescription, where β is a constant coefficient that ties the cooling time-scale with dynamical timescale: t cool = β cool t d , where the dynamical time is given by
2σ. In our model β = 0.1, i.e. cooling is rather efficient. We further explore the importance of cooling time in section 4.1 where the results of simulations with varied β are presented.
In total, we simulate 52 collision scenarios with different cloud collision angles 0 • < γ < 180 • , incrementing them by 15 • steps. This angle is the angle between the initial orbital angular momentum vectors of the cloud and the ring. Setting γ to 0 results in a prograde collision and γ = 180 • produces an ideally retrograde collision. For each value of γ we run four simulations with stochastically different initial gas particle distributions in order to analyze variations due to possible chaotic aspects of the system's evolution.
Accretion disc model
The SMBH accretion disc is too small to be resolved in our hydrodynamical simulation. However, matter transport through the disc by viscous torques is important and could extend the duration of the activity period compared with the period over which material is fed to the SMBH particle in the hydrodynamic simulation. In order to more accurately portray the possible luminosity evolution of the system we use an idealised 1D thin α-prescription accretion disc model based on Pringle (1981) .
The model is an Eulerian integration scheme for the thin-disc equations such as described in Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) and, e.g., Chapter 5 of Frank et al. (2002) . The disc consists of a number of annuli rotating in Keplerian orbits around a central mass. Material is transported through the disc toward the centre by the action of viscous torques, emitting thermal radiation. The mechanism of radiation emission is usually parameterised as being generated by the dissipation of viscous stress. The shear viscosity ν is parametrized by an α prescription (cf. Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) : ν = αc s H, where c s is the sound speed and H is the vertical scale height of the disc. We assume that each annulus is a separate black body for the purpose of luminosity calculation, so the full spectrum is given by the superposition of the spectra from each annulus and the luminosity at any given time is:
where σ SB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and A i and T i are the area and temperature of the ith annulus, respectively. Our computational grid stretches from the ISCO (R ISCO = 3 R s ) to the outer edge at R out = 26107 R s = R bh = 0.01 pc. It consists of 151 annuli with logarithmically increasing width: l i+1 /l i ∼ − 1.06. The width of the innermost annulus is l 0 ≈ 0.18 R s and the outermost has l 150 ≈ 1520 R s .
Initially, the grid is empty. For the first t f = 0.5 Myr, the disc is fed by material that falls in from the outside; this feeding rate is taken from the hydrodynamic simulation by measuring the matter infall rate through the sink radius of the SMBH particle. Gas surface density in the disc is evolved by numerical integration of the evolution equation:
where Σ is the surface density and R is the radial coordinate. An uncertainty arising from our two-model approach is that there is no clear way to know where in the disc the mass should be injected. It arises because the smoothing lengths of the SPH particles falling on to the SMBH are typically larger than R bh = 0.01 pc. We try to circumvent this problem by varying the feeding radius R f . We choose five feeding radii: R f /R s = 300, 5725, 11150, 16575 and 22000. In reality, there would be a spread of radii at which material falls on to the disc, but we expect that our method provides reasonable upper and lower limits to SMBH accretion rates. Another drawback is the lack of feedback: since we run the 1D code independently of the hydrodynamical one, the latter cannot affect the former in any way, but this is not critical, since the momentum of the AGN wind at its peak is still much smaller than the weight of the central disc (see Section 4.7).
RESULTS

Morphology of the resultant system
Given our setup, the cloud reaches the CNR-like ring in ∼ 20 kyr. The initial system is perturbed by the collision; its subsequent evolution depends strongly on the initial collision angle. Fig. 2 shows three snapshots of evolution of two simulations as seen by an observer located on the Z axis. After the initial collision, the system with the collision angle γ = 15 • (top panels) is only slightly perturbed in contrast with the system with γ = 165 • (bottom panels) where the impact disrupts the initial system completely. In the first case, almost all the gas settles onto the perturbed initial ring, since the gas cloud does not oppose the rotation of the ring and even accelerates some of the ring particles. In the second case, the cloud opposes the rotation of the ring and the collision slows down some of the gas. Because of this, a large fraction of the initial gas mass is transported to the centre of the system, where it forms a central disc perpendicular to the rotation plane of the initial ring and the remaining matter settles into a somewhat smaller and significantly narrower ring. In both cases, the rings are patchy, made of narrow filaments.
For further analysis, we define two types of resultant structures: discs and rings. A disc is a structure that extends outward from the accretion radius R bh and has a clear outer edge. A ring is a structure bounded by sudden density drops at both the inner and outer edges. We use radial gas density profiles and density maps to label individual gas particles as belonging to either a disc, a ring, or neither. In some cases, these distinctions are somewhat subjective, but they help us investigate the evolution of the system. Furthermore, a disc and a ring should be clearly distinguishable with spatially-resolved observations, therefore understanding the structures that form under different circumstances allows us to predict the observational signatures of the modelled events. In many cases there are also streams of matter that did not yet settle on to a ring given our simulation time. We did not consider matter in the stream as part of the ring, but it could be reasonably assumed that most of the matter would eventually join the reformed ring leaving only a few straggler particles too far from the initial system to be considered.
Broadly speaking, large-angle collisions lead to formation of more compact systems; this is clearly seen in Fig. 3 . Here we show the circularization radii of the defined structures (discs in green, rings in red) and all particles (in black). Lines show median values of the four stochastically different simulations at each angle and the shaded region encompasses the stochastic variations. The average circularization radii of the gas particles reaches a peak at γ = 45 • and is minimal at γ = 180 • . This behaviour is a consequence of different 'encounter lengths', which are the fractions of total ring and cloud material that interact directly during the first passage of the cloud through the ring. This fraction can be roughly estimated analytically:
where v enc ≡ v cloud cos γ − v orb is the relative velocity of the cloud and ring material, t enc ≡ l γ /v cloud is the time required for the cloud to pass through the ring, l γ is the length of the path of the cloud's orbit inside a spiric section of the toroidal ring for a given angle γ, and C is the circumference at the midpoint of the torus. κ then shows the fraction of the ring circumference that the cloud travels while it stays in contact with the initial ring. The dependence of κ on the collision angle is plotted as a grey line in Figure 3 . Even though this is a very approximate estimate, its qualitative anti-correlation with the mean circularization radius is clearly evident. The peak circularization radius occurs in the simulation in which the secondary collisions do not transport a large amount of gas to the central part of the system. The stochastic variation of circularization radius is small for angles 30 • ≤ γ ≤ 60 • , so this result is robust. The peak is only seen when we look at all the particles, including the ones that did not yet settle on to the central disc or rings. This may be interpreted as a consequence of the cloud carrying away some fraction of the ring material, which then stretches into elongated spiral orbits and has not settled into a ring-like structure by t = 0.5 Myr. The large variance of the disc and ring radii in simulations with 120 • ≤ γ ≤ 150 • is caused by the disc and ring having a very narrow gap in these simulations, so their relative sizes vary significantly due to stochastic differences; the variance disappears when we consider all the particles.
The masses of the resultant structures are shown in Fig.  4 . In simulations where γ > 120 • almost all of the gas settles into either a ring (red line and shaded region), a disc (green line and shaded region) or feeds the central BH (accounted for as grey line and shaded region). Most of the gas settles into rings for collision angles γ < 120 • , although central discs appear in simulations with collision angles γ > 60 • . Increasing collision angles further results in systems where the distinction between the central disc and rings is less pronounced as can be noted seeing the large variance in models with 120 • < γ < 165 • . In the case of the most extreme colli-sions, most of the gas accumulates in the central disc as well as feeding the central BH.
Some large-angle simulations produce an additional narrow ring close to and in the same plane as the central disc. These narrow rings are situated closer to the centre and are less extended than the initial ring or patchy rings that form after the collision. An example is shown in fig. 5 (left panels) with their angular momentum distributions in the right panels. A ring is clearly seen in simulation IV, but not in simulation I. These rings form because gas with different angular momentum mixes radially, and the angular momentum distribution narrows due to shocks eventually producing the highly peaked distribution (Hobbs et al. 2011) .The angular momentum distribution for simulation IV shows that at t ∼ 0.24 Myr the angular momentum is somewhat equally distributed but over time the distribution peaks leaving an almost empty patch between 60 pc km s −1 and 125 pc km s −1 . Conversely, in simulation I the angular momentum distribution peak is much less pronounced. The same process produces the narrow filaments in the extended rings, seen in fig.  2 .
The central discs in our simulation are warped (clearly seen in the left panels of fig 7) . A warped disc with steep enough tilt is likely to break up (Nealon et al. 2016) . However, in our simulations only a fraction of central discs break up and this does not seem to be related to the tilt: Fig.  7 (right) shows the tilt angle for the four simulations; the central discs with the largest and the smallest tilts do not break up (I and II), while discs with intermediate tilts do (III, IV). So, the appearance of these dense structures seems stochastic in nature. In any case, the fact the the central disc is warped could be important for observation and the significance of narrow dense discs are explored further in the discussion.
Gas transport
Models with larger collision angles have more gas falling into orbits closer to the black hole, which also leads to more particles passing the r BH = 0.01 pc boundary. The mass transported per unit time, scaled to the Eddington accretion rate M Edd = 9.5 × 10 −2 M yr −1 , is shown in fig. 6 , where we present only three representative simulations with significant gas transfer rates 1 .
We find that the time evolution of gas transfer rate has three qualitatively different scenarios, depending on the collision angle. With low enough angles (γ < 60 • ) the initial perturbation is not strong enough to send significant amounts of gas to the centre of the system. The feeding rate is negligible in this case. Collisions with intermediate angles 60 • < γ < 120 • are able to send some of the gas to the centre of the system increasing the feeding rate at the beginning, but the collision is not strong enough to completly destroy the initial ring. The elongated remnants of the cloud and the initial ring fall into the perturbed initial ring and the newly formed central disc producing a secondary peak in accretion seen after ∼ 0.22 Myr, which is ∼ 20 dynamical times of the original ring after the initial collision. Larger-angle collisions (γ > 120 • ) result in a steep increase in feeding rate as the initial system is mostly destroyed, sending large amounts of gas to the centre passing the Eddington limit in extreme cases. The secondary peak at t ∼ 0.22 Myr becomes less pronounced as the angle increases, since more extreme collisions result in much less material escaping as a stream that can collide with the ring during fallback.
Accretion modelling
Using the 1D accretion disc model (see Section 2.2), we investigate the luminosity evolution of the system. Only the results of SPH simulations with the three largest resulting feeding rates were used as input: those with γ = 150, 165 and 180 degrees. Each input was used in five accretion disc simulations with different feeding radii, giving a total of 15 simulations.
Calculated values of the luminosity evolution with feeding rates from models with γ = 180 • are shown in fig.  8 . The simulations differ in the disc feeding radius, with R f /R s = 300, 5725, 11150, 16575, 22000 from left to right. Each simulation was run for 1.5 Myr to include the extended period of accretion as the disc is cleared out by viscous torques.
As expected, the peak luminosity is lower, and is reached later, the further from the centre the accretion disc is fed, mainly because disc viscosity has more time to spread the incoming material into a wider disc. In fact, the accretion rate in simulations with R f = 300 follows the evolution of the feeding rate quite closely, with an additional rapidly-dropping tail after feeding is turned off. It is worth noting that if we take the usual AGN cutoff luminosity at L > 0.01L Edd , the model with the smallest R f gives a shorter AGN episode duration than models with R f /R s = 5725, 11150, 16575, since the accretion rate gets much more smoothed out in those cases.Finally, when R f = 22000, much of the matter escapes the accretion disc without producing significant luminosity. 
Total energy release
When determining the parameters 2 (slope and intercept) of the best-fit relation, points where the total mass transfer to the SMBH particle was M tot < 100m SPH , which is the mass resolution of our hydrodynamical simulation, were not 2 The parameters were determined by fitting a line on a dataset generated by bootstrapping the simulation data considered; the cutoff is marked with a horizontal dashed line. The best fit line is shown in Fig. 9 in red, with the shaded grey area encompassing a 95% confidence interval of possible slopes. The fitted relation (eq. 9) allows us to estimate the possible total energy output E tot of the whole activity period given the angle of the collision and the initial mass of the system using:
where η ≡ 0.1η 0.1 is the radiative efficiency and M acc ≡ 10 4 M 4 M is the total accreted mass. The actual accretion rate depends on mass transfer through the accretion disc, and is inevitably lower than the rate of mass transfer to the SMBH particle in the SPH simulation. The total energy released during the activity period, scaled to the energy required for Fermi bubble formation, is shown in fig. 10 . The total energy release required for the inflation of the Fermi bubbles is estimated to be 1.6 × 10 58 erg (Zubovas & Nayakshin 2012) , therefore accretion of < 10 5 M of gas is enough to produce them. We see that the total energy also decreases with increased R f . This happens because more of the gas leaves the system through the outer boundary as the feeding radius increases. Fig. 10 shows that models with collision angle of 180 degrees generate on average about ∼ 10% of the energy required to form Fermi bubbles if gas is injected into the disc close to the black hole; most simulations with γ ≥ 165 • produce > 1% of the required energy.
We chose the minimal mass estimated by observations of the CNR for our initial system; this way we produce the lower limit for the accretion. The mass of the initial system could be larger by up to two orders of magnitude, i.e. M ring = 10 6 M . A cloud of this mass should have a radius of at least 5 pc even in the high-density environment of the Galactic Centre (Kauffmann et al. 2017) , therefore our setup Figure 9 . The total mass transported to the central accretion disc over about 0.5 Myr. Red line is the best fit to the data of individual simulations (points; crosses indicate simulations that were not used for fitting, since the total transferred mass is smaller than the resolved mass limit), and the grey shaded area is the 95% confidence limit on the line parameters. is not completely valid for these cases. Nevertheless, as long as the cloud diameter is not much larger than the 2.5 pc width of the ring, their collision involves the majority of the cloud's mass and a qualitatively similar evolution would be expected; in fact, a cloud less massive than the ring by a factor of a few might be enough to trigger an equivalent accretion episode (see Section 4.3). As a result, the most massive possible system might produce 100 times more energy than in our simulations. An additional complication is that our accretion disc model is not well suited to model systems with luminosity reaching L > L Edd . Super-Eddington accretion causes some of the material to be shed before reaching the SMBH, therefore the difference in total released energy may not be as large as the increase in disc feeding rate. We return to this point in section 4.7 of the Discussion.
DISCUSSION
Our models show that a collision between a CNR-like gas ring and a molecular cloud with collision angle γ ≥ 105 • results in substantial gas transport to the centre of the system and, in more extreme cases, in the feeding of the central supermassive black hole. Small angle collisions produce the opposite results -increasing the extent and mass of the perturbed CNR.
We begin by discussing the impact some chosen parameters -the gas cooling rate in section 4.1 and the ring-cloud mass ratio 4.2 -have on accretion. In section 4.3 we crudely estimate the expected frequency of collisions and the resulting AGN duty cycle. We discuss the implications of our findings for the Milky Way and other galaxies in sections 4.4-4.5. The dense, possibly star forming rings found in some of the simulations and the challenge they pose to our initial assumptions is discussed in section 4.6. We address the effects of feedback and super-Eddington accretion, neglected in our simulations, in section 4.7.
Gas transport and the cooling of gas
To parameterize the cooling of gas we use the beta-cooling prescription (Meru & Bate 2011) where the cooling time is t c = β c t dyn . This is a significant simplification of actual cooling processes, so in order to test the importance of cooling on our results, we ran several simulations varying β c . The results given in fig. 11 show that longer cooling time for gas increases accretion up to a maximum factor ∼ 3 higher than fiducial models.
This happens because rapid cooling of gas results in reduced thickness of gas streams. As a result, collisions become rarer, making it more difficult to cancel out angular momentum, which results in reduced gas transport to the central regions. It is also important to note that the stochastic variation in total accreted mass (error bars in fig. 11 ) is as large as caused by a change of the value of β c by a factor 3.
One piece of evidence for the activity period ∼ 6 Myr ago is the ring of young stars around Sgr A * . They probably formed from a fragmenting gas disc and/or ring. It is known that fragmentation of rings in simulations requires the cooling parameter to be < 4.5−6 (Nayakshin et al. 2007 ). Therefore, the value of β c chosen for our main set of models is rather conservative, since more efficient cooling allows for less accretion. The short cooling times also compensate, to some extent, the lack of self-gravity in our simulations, by making the gas streams narrower than they might otherwise be.
Accretion dependence on cloud parameters
In our simulations, the masses of the ring and the cloud are the same, which is a contrived scenario. In order to determine how the this mass ratio affects the main results, we performed several simulations of collisions with different ring masses. Simulations were performed for the two most extreme collisions, γ = 150 • and 180 • , with mass ratios M cloud /M ring = 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 2.5, while M cloud = M 0 = 10 4 M was kept the same as in the main simulations. The results of total mass transfer to the SMBH particles are shown in fig. 12 .
Similarly, we performed calculations varying the radius of the cloud. For these, we keep the masses of the ring and the cloud the same as in the main set of simulations. We ran calculations with cloud radius changed to R cloud /pc = 0.5, 0.75, 1.5, 2. The results of total mass transfer to the SMBH particle are shown in fig. 13 . Note that simulations with varied cloud parameters encompassed only 0.2 Myr; we did not continue them further because the evo- Figure 13 . Total accreted mass relative to total initial mass of the system after 0.2 Myr for varied cloud radius. The average and the extend of the main set of models is shown at the point R ring = 1 pc. Figure 14 . Estimated frequency of collisions that result in the release of at least E/E Fermi energy, scaled to CMZ mass of 5 × 10 7 M . lution of the system was very similar in all cases to the main simulations. The change in total accreted mass due to the different mass ratios or cloud radius is comparable to the variation caused by random initial distribution of particles (vertical error bars in the Figure) , and thus can safely be neglected at the moment.
Frequency of collisions
Our hydrodynamical simulations follow only a single event, but collisions should repeat stochastically in time as material flows into the CNR. This matter flow could build up the CNR resulting in a significant activity episode once an extreme collision occurs. We can make a rough estimate of the timescales of these processes by looking at how many clouds might have orbits that take them closer than r t = 4 pc to the BH (∼ r out of the CNR) and how likely that cloud is to come in at an angle that results in significant accretion. Given the mass spectrum of the MCs (Williams & Mckee 1997) and the mass of the CMZ (M CMZ ≈ 3 − 5 × 10 7 M Ponti et al. 2013), we generate a random uniform distribution of clouds in x 1 and x 2 orbits. The cloud velocity in the x-y plane is v xy = 165/ √ 2 ± σ km/s and in the z direction v z = 0 ± sigma km/s. We test three values for the velocity dispersion σ = 10, 20, 35 km s −1 . We calculate the orbital components of each cloud and check if the cloud's periapsis is smaller than r t . The frequency is then given by the inverse of the orbital period for each cloud fulfilling said condition. A cloud of certain mass produces significant accretion only if the collision is steep enough; more massive clouds are more likely to produce significant accretion, because the range of viable angles is greater, but they are also less numerous. This is taken into account using eq. 9, which relates the total accreted mass and collision angle, and the mass spectrum of the MCs which gives a number of clouds in a given mass range. Frequency is weighted by the 'viable' range of angles of a given cloud. After performing calculations with 100 random cloud distributions, we find that an activity period in which the SMBH would be fed by at least ∼ 4.5 × 10 3 M (∼ 0.05E Fermi ) would occur every 3.1 − 7.2 Myr, while a much larger collision that could result in Fermi bubble formation occurs every 60 − 140 Myr (Fig. 14) . These results are given for a CMZ mass of 5 × 10 7 M ; the frequency of collisions scales linearly with CMZ mass. This is a very simplified calculation as we do not consider interactions between clouds and their orbital evolution. Also, equation (9) describes conditions where both CNR and MC are about the same mass. But many collisions occur that do not result in significant accretion and in effect only increase the mass of the CNR. Based on the same assumptions as above, we estimate the CNR growth rate to be M CNR ∼ (4.3 − 6.0) × 10 −2 M yr −1 , which is larger than the lower limit of the CNR mass growth M min ∼ 2 × 10 −3 M yr −1 (Hsieh et al. 2017) .
Evidence of past collisions in system morphology
Simulations of the formation of the CNR show that an infalling MC is a likely explanation of its origin (Trani et al. 2018) . But the inflow of gas into the centre does not stop after the formation of the CNR; instead, it continues with other MCs and gas streams falling in, resulting in collisions between the CNR-like gas ring at the centre and the observed infalling matter from larger scales (Liu et al. 2012; Hsieh et al. 2017) . Our simulations show that these collisions do not necessarily result in significant nuclear activity -looking at fig.  4 we can see that for γ ≤ 105 • almost all of the gas is still in the form of rings and its mass is larger than the initial mass of the CNR-like torus. Fig. 3 shows that collisions with 90 • < γ < 120 • result in a system of similar extent to the initial ring. Collisions at a larger angle leave rings that are smaller than the initial one. Thus it seems plausible that the CNR-analogue that existed > 6 Myr ago might have been more massive and larger than the present-day one, and was reduced in both mass and size following the extreme collision.
This process implies the existence of a cycle, where the ring system grows in mass, up until a collision feeds its mass to the black hole and/or star formation begins in the densest fragmenting regions. Additionally, star formation might not be confined to the central parsec. Dense filaments exist in the outer rings in our simulations. Provided that they are not disrupted by infalling matter, they could grow to be dense enough and create elongated stellar filaments. This could be contrasted with a single infalling cloud, which would result in star formation over a wider region (Bonnell & Rice 2008 ).
The CNR system, as it is seen today, provides some possible evidence of previous collisions. In the central cavity of the CNR there is a minispiral (Ferrière 2012) . Trani et al. (2018) hints that this central structure forms during the formation of the CNR. Our simulations suggest that similar structures could also form after collision with preexisting CNR. There are also cloudlets observed in the Central cavity which are possibly remnants of a smaller disruped gas cloud (Goicoechea et al. 2018) . These are short lived structures, which suggest that there is somewhat regural inflow of clouds.
Similar events in other galaxies
Structures similar to those in the GC can be found in other galaxies, including AGN hosts (Ponti et al. 2013; Storchi-Bergmann 2014) . One of the observed features are the CMZlike molecular gas rings 3 on a scale of about 100 pc up to 2 kpc; galaxies that have molecular rings are more likely to be active (P. Aguero et al. 2016) . A CNR-like feature is often unresolved, but there seem to be examples of both central molecular discs and filaments transporting gas closer to the centre (e.g., Izumi et al. 2018; Prieto et al. 2019) . More recently, observations with ALMA found a counter rotating ∼ 1 pc scale disc relative to the torus of the active galaxy NGC 1068 (Impellizzeri et al. 2019 ). This two-disc configuration suggests that the structure formed in more than one accretion event and is indirect evidence for the chaotic accretion scenario (King & Pringle 2007) . These observations suggest that CNR-like structures are closely connected to nuclear activity, perhaps through a cycle of growth and depletion via extreme collisions, as suggested by our simulations.
At present, it is highly speculative to extrapolate collision frequencies for other galaxies as even the larger scale CMZ-like rings remain geometrically not very well, if at all, defined (P. Aguero et al. 2016 ). If we assume similarity between our galaxy and others that contain CMZ-scale structures, we can speculate that gas inflow to the centre from this CMZ should first produce a CNR-like parsec-scale structure with further collisions resulting in either a build up of gas in the CNR-like structure or a larger activity event on a timescale similar to the one calculated in Section 4.3 above, linearly scaled to the mass of the CMZ-like rings. As seen in fig. 4 , the CNR-like ring is significantly depleted after a collision resulting in significant accretion. But if we assume that new mass continually enters the system it would take 0.2 Myr to 2 Myr for the CNR to grow to 10 4 M . This is comparable to, but somewhat longer than, the timescale of the activity period (a few times 10 5 yr). Therefore a CNRlike feature with a small mass could be an indicator of recent nuclear activity.
Formation of stellar rings
The Galactic centre region contains a number of relatively young massive stars (ZAMS mass between 30 − 100 M ; cf. Genzel et al. 2010 ). Most of the young stars located in the central R ≤ 0.5 pc formed in a single episode 6 ± 2 Myr ago (Paumard et al. 2006 ). This colection of stars is modeled as two co-eval (Bartko et al. 2009 ) discs rotating in clockwise and counter-clockwise directions, with a large angle between them (Genzel et al. 2010) . The existence of the counterclockwise disc is in doubt as more recent studies of the young star cluster kinematics did not detect a significant feature (Yelda et al. 2014) .
A star formation episode could result from a fragmenting gas ring, possibly formed after a collision (Bonnell & Rice 2008; Hobbs & Nayakshin 2009 ). Possible star formation in two misaligned rings fallowing a collision between a cloud and the CNR was the focus of Alig et al. (2013) . They've also found that such an event results in considerable accretion onto the SMBH. In our simulations gas self-gravity is turned off, so we cannot track gas fragmentation and star formation directly. Even so, some rings separate at the outer edge of the central disc at ∼ 1 pc (see fig. 5 and left panel of fig 7) , and most collisions form some rings that are narrower and denser than the initial one. The rings break apart as the particles travel closer to the centre, exchanging angular momentum with the faster moving particles.
As the mass of these rings grows, so does their density, reaching values above the tidal density. The Toomre Q parameter (Toomre 1964) ,
is smaller than unity (Q < 1) in some regions in simulations with 150 • ≤ γ ≤ 165 • . Here self-gravity is important and our initial assumptions are somewhat challenged, but the discs themselves remain comfortably below the tidal density, so our main results remain unaffected. These rings could in principle fragment and star formation could occur. While our rings form at about twice the distance (∼ 1 pc) from the GC than the observed young stellar rings (< 0.5 pc) it is interesting that a single collision may result in a possibly star forming warped disc as well as a non-trivial amount of accretion giving more credence to the scenario where the birth of the young stars 6 Myr ago is linked with the Fermi bubble formation.
Effects of feedback
Our model neglects the effect of feedback from the accretion disc to the hydrodynamical system, but it is clear that some material escapes the accretion disc. Unfortunately, the particles used in the SPH simulation have comparable smoothing lengths to the diameter of the accretion disc, therefore we have no knowledge of the orientation of the disc w.r.t. our hydrodynamical system. However,even if feedback was directly striking the structures in the hydrodynamical simulation, it would have little effect. To see this, consider the following argument.
To see that a hypothetical outflow from Sgr A * would not have a significant effect on the CNR, consider the following argument. Taking the mass stored in the central discs ( fig. 4) we estimate their weights (Zubovas et al. 2011) :
where g(R) is the gravitational acceleration calculated at R from the potential of the system:
The weight is W disc ∼ 5.4 × 10 35 M 4 dyn at 1 pc from SMBH. We then estimate the outward force as:
where we take H/R to be the largest geometrical ratio for the chosen disc, which in most cases is about 0.06 − 0.09. We find that in all cases, the weights of the discs are at least two orders of magnitude larger than the outward force. If we increase the initial mass of the system, the weight increases linearly, but the maximum luminosity only increases logarithmically above the Eddington limit. Therefore, feedback should become even less relevant for systems with higher initial mass. Energy-driven feedback should also have little impact on the resultant system, as most of it would escape through the less dense opening perpendicular to the disc (Zubovas & Nayakshin 2014) .
One more thing we have to consider is the limitations of our accretion disc model. We cannot accurately recreate activity with luminosities larger than the Eddington limit. This is a problem, because we cannot generate energies > E Fermi without passing L Edd , even in the case of prolonged activity with large R f values. Finally, if the accretion rate through the disc becomes significantly super-Eddington, luminosity may be beamed (King 2009 ), effectively producing more feedback in some directions. We intend to account for these effects, and include a self-consistent treatment of feedback, in future work.
CONCLUSIONS
With a hydrodynamical model we show that a collision of the Circumnuclear Ring and a molecular cloud strongly perturbs the initial system; its subsequent evolution strongly depends on the initial collision angle between the orbit of the cloud and the plane of the ring. Collisions with angles γ ≤ 105 • result in the CNR increasing in size and mass, with minimal mass transfer to the central part of the system; those with γ > 105 • result in an increased transport of gas toward the Galactic centre, where it forms a warped disc and feeds the central SMBH.
In the case of the most extreme collisions between a 10 5 M cloud and similar mass CNR, the mass transferred would be enough to power an AGN episode for more than 1 Myr. Such an episode would release enough energy to inflate the Fermi bubbles, while the self-gravitating outskirts of the accretion disc may form stars, creating the observed stellar rings. We estimate that a collision extreme enough to form the Fermi bubbles could happen once every 60 − 140 Myr. Therefore, our model is a plausible explanation for the history of the accretion event that happened in our Galaxy ∼ 6 Myr ago. Similar events may be ocurring in other galaxies, leaving footprints visible for several Myr afterwards.
